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We show how omputational symboli pakages suh as FeynArts, FormCal, Form and
LoopTools an be adopted for the evaluation of one-loop hadroni eletroweak radiative
orretions for eletron-nuleon sattering and applied to alulations of the nuleon weak
harge. Several numerial results are listed, and found to be in good agreement with the
urrent experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) eets in eletroweak interations play a ruial role in tests of
the Standard Model, and require areful theoretial evaluation. An exellent plae to searh for new
physis, the deviation of the weak harge of the nuleon from its Standard Model predition also
requires onsiderable experimental and theoretial input. The importane of theoretial preditions
for the weak harge of the nuleon was reognized more that two deades ago by Mariano and
Sirlin [1℄. Their original analysis was followed reently by signiant theoretial work on the proton
weak harge [2℄, whih presented an updated Standard Model predition for the weak harge of the
proton, and estimated the QCD struture unertainties.
Computer pakages suh as FeynArts [3℄, FormCal [4℄, LoopTools [5℄, [6℄ and Form [7℄ have
reated the possibility to go one step further. Now, we have an option of alulating parity-violating
NLO eets inluding all of the possible loop ontributions within a given model. We have already
tested the automated approah to alulate one-quark radiative orretions [8℄.
In the work presented here, we adopt FeynArts and FormCal for the NLO symboli alulations
of amplitude or dierential ross setion in eletron-nuleon sattering. Using Dira and Pauli-type
ouplings with the monopole form fator approximation, we onstrut the omputational model
enabling FeynArts and FormCal to deal with eletron-nuleon sattering up to the NLO level.
Sine the weak harge of the nuleon is diretly related to the form fators of the parity-violating
part of the amplitude at the zero momentum transfer, we hoose the alulation of the weak harge
of the nuleon to be a suitable test our method. Within the unertainty, whih mostly omes from
the unertainty of the urrent eletromagneti form fator measurements, our results agree with
experiment.
We start with expressions for Pauli and Dira ouplings in terms of fermion weak and eletri
harges, and the denition and lassiation of one-loop radiative orretions. After that, an
example for the {γ − Z} box type of orretion for eletron-proton sattering is onsidered and a
omputational model is proposed. We proeed with omputational details for the self-energy graphs
and vertex orretion graphs. Sine we reserve full kinemati dependene in all types of our NLO
alulations, it will make it easier to adopt our results to the urrent and future parity-violating
experiments.
2II. THEORY
A. Dira and Pauli Coupling
In the approximation where the nuleon behaves as a point-like partile, vetor boson ouplings
obey general rules of eletroweak theory. For left and right handed fermions, we an use the following
struture for the {Z −N} type ouplings:
ΓZ−Nµ = ie
[
gZ−NL γµ̟− + g
Z−N
R γµ̟+
]
, (1)
where ̟± = 1±γ52 are hirality projetors and g
Z−N
L,R represents the oupling strength for the left
and right handed fermions, respetively. Substitution of ̟± into Eq.(1) yields the vetor and axial
vetor representation of the oupling ΓµZ−N :
ΓZ−Nµ = ie
[
gZ−NL + g
Z−N
R
2
γµ +
gZ−NR − gZ−NL
2
γµγ5
]
. (2)
Couplings of vetor bosons to fermions derived from the neutral urrent part of the eletroweak
Lagrangian predit tree-level values of gZ−NL and g
Z−N
R given by:
gZ−NL + g
Z−N
R
2
=
1
4
C3 − 4s2wQ
cwsw
,
(3)
gZ−NR − gZ−NL
2
= −1
4
C3
cw sw
.
Here, C3 and Q are twie the value of the isospin and eletri harge respetively, and sw and cw
are sin θW and cos θW , where θW is a Weinberg mixing angle. In the ase when a photon ouples to
the nuleon, g
γ−N
L = g
γ−N
R = Q and Γ
γ−N
µ = ieQγµ.
To aommodate nuleon struture, we have the ouplings preserve their vetor and vetor-axial
struture, but with the harges replaed by the orresponding form fators. The eletromagneti
Γγ−Nµ oupling has two vetor omponents responsible for stati eletri and magneti interations:
Γγ−Nµ (q) = ie
[
F1 (q) γµ +
i
2mN
σµαq
αF2 (q)
]
, (4)
where F1 (q) and F2 (q) are the Dira and Pauli form fators, respetively, and q
α
is the four-
momentum transferred to the nuleon. As for ΓZ−Nµ (q), we have:
ΓZ−Nµ (q) = ie
[
f1 (q) γµ +
i
2mN
σµαq
αf2 (q) + g1 (q) γµγ5
]
, (5)
with f1 (q), f2 (q) and g1 (q) as weak Dira, Pauli, and axial-vetor form fators. Aording to the
rst line of the Eq.(3), form fators f1 (q) and f2 (q) are expressed as:
f1,2 (q) =
1
4cwsw
(
F
V (N)
1,2 (q)− 4s2wF1,2 (q)
)
, (6)
with F
V (p)
1,2 = −F V (n)1,2 = F p1,2 − Fn1,2. For g1 (q) we have
g1 (q) = − 1
4cwsw
gA (q) , (7)
3where g
p
A (q) = −gnA (q) = gA (q) is an axial form fator. To onsiderably simplify analytial
expressions, in our omputational model we use the monopole struture for form fators expressed
as
{F1,2, gA} (q) = Λ
2 {F1,2, gA} (0)
Λ2 − q2 , (8)
whih is a reasonable approximation in our ase. The value of the parameter Λ2 = 0.83m2N is found
after the t of the eletromagneti form fators by monopole approximation in the low momentum
transfer region. Further details on how ouplings where implemented in the omputational model
are given in the appendix.
B. Denition of NLO Contribution
In order to dene the Next-to-Leading-Order hadroni orretions, we are using the eletron-
nuleon parity violating Hamiltonian in the form proposed by [1℄:
HPV =
GF√
2
[C1N (ueγ
µγ5ue) (uNγµuN ) +C2N (ueγ
µue) (uNγµγ5uN )] . (9)
Form fators C1N and C2N represent perturbative expansion resulting in
C{1,2}N =
∑
i
Ci{1,2}N = C
0
{1,2}N + C
1
{1,2}N +O
(
α3
)
. (10)
The supersript in Ci{1,2}N represents the order of the perturbation (zero- tree level, one - one
loop level (NLO) and so on). Here C1{1,2}N an be dened as an one-loop ontribution to the parity-
violating form fator, normalized by the Fermi onstant, GF =
αpi√
2m2
W
s2
W
. A alulation of NLO
form fators is related to the alulations of loop integrals represented by three topologial lasses:
box, self energy, and vertex (triangle) graphs. To preserve gauge invariane we have to inlude all
the possible bosons of the Standard Model in these topologial lasses. Taking into aount that in
the t'Hooft-Feynman gauge the ontribution oming from the Higgs salar and gauge xing elds
is negligible, we hoose to onsider boxes and nuleon vertex orretions (triangles) with γ, Z and
W± vetor bosons only. For the rest of the graphs  self-energies and lepton vertex orretions 
we aounted for all the possible partiles in the Standard Model. Aordingly, we onsider NLO
orretions for every lass.
C. Box Diagrams in e−N Sattering
The preise formulae for an entire set of graphs are umbersome, and it is not feasible to show
them in the present work. Here, we provide some details for {γ − Z} boxes only. Our omplete
alulations are shown in [9℄. The full set of diagrams appliable for this ase an be found in [10℄.
Aording to the Feynman rules (see, for example [11℄), the amplitude for a {γ − Z} box (see
Fig.(1)) an be written as:
M{γ−Z} =
1
16π4

d4q
(
iueΓ
Z−e
µ
me+ 6 k1+ 6 k2− 6 q− 6 p2
(p2 − k1 − k2 + q)2 −m2e
Γγ−eν ue
)
(11)(
iuNΓ
Z−N
ρ
mN+ 6 q+ 6 p2
(p2 + q)
2 −m2N
Γγ−Nα uN
)(
gνα
q2
gµρ
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
)
.
4Figure 1: γ − Z box diagram in the eletron-nuleon sattering.
In order to integrate the amplitude in Eq.(11) and the rest of the NLO loop integrals using
FeynArts and FormCal, it is neessary rst to reate a model le with delarations of all the
elds partiipating in interation and seond to desribe all the possible ouplings of the elds on
both generi and partile levels. For the ase of eletron-nuleon sattering, the only new partiles
in the model besides the partiles of the Standard Model are neutron and proton, so it is rather
straightforward to delare them in the FeynArts model le. On other hand, the desription of the
ouplings aording to the Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) in the FeynArts represents a ertain problem. Beause
we use the monopole form fator approximation (see Eq.(8)), it introdues momentum dependene
in the oupling's denominator. For FeynArts to deal with momentum-dependent ouplings with
momentum dependene introdued in the denominator, these ouplings have to be desribed as
propagators. Of ourse, a propagator introdued in the oupling onits with the delaration of
the elds in the FeynArts model les whih use the same propagator notation. We an solve the
problem by transferring the monopole form fator from the oupling part of model to the part
where elds are desribed using propagator notation. For boxes that an be ahieved by starting
with the general denition of a four-point tensor integral of rank k in the form
T 4µ1...µk =
1
iπ2

d4q
qµ1 ...qµk(
(p2 − k1 − k2 + q)2 −m2e
)(
(p2 + q)
2 −m2N
) ·
(12)
· 1
q2
· 1
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
.
By adding the monopole form fator approximation into the above denition, we obtain a six-
point tensor integral whih an be redued into a ombination of four-point integrals by using the
following expansion:
1
D1D2
=
1
q2
· 1
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
· Λ
4
(q2 − Λ2)
(
(p2 + q − k2)2 − Λ2
) =
(13)
Λ2(
Λ2 −m2Z
) ( 1
q2 − Λ2 −
1
q2
)
·
(
1
(p2 + q − k2)2 − Λ2
− 1
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
)
.
5Figure 2: Expansion of the γ − Z box in terms of δγ, δZ partiles
Here
1
D1D2
represents the last two terms of the produt in Eq.(12) multiplied by the two monopole
form fators of the box diagram. Expliitly, the right-hand side of Eq.(13) an be written in the
form
1
D1D2
=
Λ2(
Λ2 −m2Z
) 1
q2
1
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
+
−Λ2(
Λ2 −m2Z
) 1
q2 − Λ2
1
(p2 + q − k2)2 −m2Z
+
(14)
−Λ2(
Λ2 −m2Z
) 1
q2
1
(p2 + q − k2)2 − Λ2
+
Λ2(
Λ2 −m2Z
) 1
q2 − Λ2
1
(p2 + q − k2)2 − Λ2
.
Substitution of the last equation into amplitude Eq.(11) results in an expansion where eah term
of the sum represents an amplitude onstruted for eletron-nuleon sattering with the point-
like nuleon. Also, in this onsideration, the ouplings between nuleon and vetor bosons are
multiplied by the fator ±
√
Λ2
(Λ2−m2Z)
, and the struture of the seond, third and fourth terms of
Eq.(14) suggests the introdution of titious vetor boson partiles {δγ, δZ} with xed masses
m{δγ,δZ} = Λ. These bosons have no physial meaning, of ourse, but they allow us to remove
momentum dependene in the denominator of the oupling. Now we an model ouplings between
nuleon and vetor elds using Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) with a monopole form fator moved into the
denition of propagators for the new vetor elds suh as {δγ, δZ} where Πµν{δγ,δZ} = g
µν
q2−Λ2 . A
diagrammati representation of the proposed expansion is given by the set of Feynman graphs in
Fig.(2).
As for the boxes, we have all we need to omplete the automated onstrution of amplitudes
in the FeynArts and the alulations in the FormCal. We should note that Eq.(11) is written for
the {γ − Z} box diagram only. To have a omplete analysis, it is neessary to onsider {Z − γ},
{γ − Z} and {Z − γ} rossed boxes as well. {Z − Z} and {W −W} box diagrams should be
onsidered, too. Our alulations inlude 36 boxes in total.
D. Self-Energy Graphs
In total, 116 self-energy graphs and 6 ounterterms ontribute to the PV {e−N} amplitude.
This inludes gauge and the gauge-xing elds, the Higgs eld, and virtual leptoni and quark
pairs in reation-annihilation proesses in the loops. Moreover, the vertex {N − V −N} does not
belong to the loop integrals and plays the role of a multipliative fator proportional to the oupling
6Figure 3: Expansion of the self-energy graphs in terms of δγ, δZ partners. Here, fator ±
√
Λ2
(Λ2−m2
Z
)
used
for the ouplings of the box diagrams should be replaed by one.
Figure 4: Trunated self-energy graph in hadroni vauum polarization
dened in Eq.(4) and Eq.(5). In FormCal the self-energy loop integrals an be evaluated using
the expansion given in the Fig.(3), and then tensor deomposition and tensor redution tehniques
applied, leaving the nal result as a ombination of one and two point salar integrals whih we
ompute using Gauss integration subroutines of LoopTools.
To anel ultraviolet divergenes we employ an on-shell renormalization sheme aording to [12℄.
We have to assume that quarks in the self-energy loops are free, but it plaes ertain onstraints.
Sine quarks are onned, a QCD strong quark-quark interation should always be onsidered. It is
possible to bypass these ompliations by replaing quarks with pions, or use free quarks but with
adjusted eetive masses. Here, we use the seond approah with the eetive mass of the quarks
oming from a t of hadroni vauum polarization to the measurements of QED ross setion of
the proess e+e− → hadrons normalized to the QED e+e− → µ+µ− ross setion. The real part of
the renormalized hadroni vauum polarization satises the dispersion relation:
△ αγhadr (s) = −Re Π̂
γ
had (s) =
α
3π
s
 ∞
4m2pi
Rγ (s′)
s′ (s′ − s)ds
′, (15)
with
Rγ (s) =
σ (e+e− → hadrons)
σ (e+e− → µ+µ−) (16)
being a very well known experimental quantity and used here as an input parameter.
7Figure 5: Hadroni vertex orretion graph.
Hadroni vauum polarization Π̂γhad (s) is related to the trunated {γ − γ} renormalized self-
energy (See Fig.(4)) by the following expression:
∑̂γ
ferm
(s) = sΠ̂γhad (s) + i Im
(∑̂γ
ferm
(s)
)
, (17)
whih an be easily evaluated by employing the free quark approximation. An updated value of
the dispersion integral, along with a logarithmi parametrization, an be taken from [13℄. A new
reported value oming from the light quark ontribution at s = m2Z is △αγ(5)hadr
(
m2Z
)
= −0.02761.
This value an be reprodued by Eq.(17) using the following masses of the light quarks: mu =
md = 53MeV (orresponds to △αγ(5)hadr
(
m2Z
)
= −0.027609). Clearly, the values of the light quark
masses at low-Q sattering proesses should be adjusted by using this approah, but with△αγ(5)hadr (s)
alulated in the region of
√
s < 4.0 GeV. The simple logarithmi parametrization an be used here
to extrat quark masses at low momentum transfer:
△ αγ(5)hadr (s) = A+B ln (1 + C · s) , (18)
with A,B and C parameters taken from [13℄. For low-momentum transfer experiments, the .m.s.
energy is
√
s < 4.0 GeV , whih gives, mu = md ≃ 45MeV .
E. Vertex Corretions Graphs
The vertex orretion ontributions an be split into two lasses. In the rst lass, where the
eletron vertex is at the one-loop level, the amplitude is alulated aording to [8℄. As in the ase
of the self-energy graphs, the hadroni vertex does not belong to the loop integrals, and therefore
the PV amplitude is onstruted aording to the SM Feynman rules employed in the FeynArts
pakage. Generally, the eletron vertex orretions have an infrared divergene at q → 0 and are
treated by the bremsstrahlung ontribution onsidered in [9℄.
The seond lass of the triangle graphs are hadroni vertex orretions. In this ase, to evaluate
the amplitude automatially using the pakages FeynArts and FormCal, we onstrut an expansion
similar to that given for the box diagrams. To work out the set of rules for the triangle topology,
it is suient to onsider the example in Fig.(5).
8Figure 6: Hadroni vertex expansion in the terms of Z, δ1Z and δ2Z partners.
For the graph in Fig.(5), the amplitude denominator has the struture
1
D1D2D3D4
=
1
(k4 − q)2 −m2N
· 1
(k2 − q)2 −m2N
· 1
(k4 − k2)2 −m2Z
·
(19)
1
q2 −m2Z
· Λ
2
(k4 − k2)2 − Λ2
· Λ
4
(q2 − Λ2)2 ,
whih an be easily expanded into
1
D1D2D3D4
=
1
(k4 − q)2 −m2N
1
(k2 − q)2 −m2N
·
(
BZ−N
(k4 − k2)2 −m2Z
+
BδZ−N
(k4 − k2)2 − Λ2
)
·
(20)
lim
{Λ1,Λ2}→Λ

(
CZ−N
)2
q2 −m2Z
+
(
Cδ1Z−N
)2
q2 − Λ21
+
(
Cδ2Z−N
)2
q2 − Λ22
 .
Here, the oeients BZ−N and BδZ−N are equal to ±
√
Λ2
(Λ2−m2Z)
respetively. CZ−N , Cδ1Z−Λ1 ,
and Cδ2Z−Λ2 an be alulated using the following formulae:
(
CZ−N
)2
=
Λ4(
m2Z − Λ21
) (
m2Z − Λ22
) ,
(
Cδ1Z−N
)2
= − Λ
4
m2Z − Λ21
1
Λ21 − Λ22
,
(21)(
Cδ2Z−N
)2
= − Λ
4
m2Z − Λ21
(
1
m2Z − Λ22
− 1
Λ21 − Λ22
)
.
The expansion of the amplitude denominator in Eq.(20) has a simple graphial representation (see
Fig.(6)) and suggests, in this partiular ase of the triangle topology, that a set of virtual partiles
δ1Z and δ2Z should be introdued in the NLO hadroni vertex orretions.
9Although ultraviolet divergenes are absent in the hadroni vertex orretions due to the addi-
tional terms proportional to
Λ2
q2−Λ2 in the oupling, it is still neessary to ompute the wave funtion
renormalization with some details given in the appendix. As well as in the ase of eletron vertex
orretions, the nuleon vertex will have an infrared divergene at the pole q → 0 (for the proton).
A detailed disussion of the treatment of this type of divergene is given in [9℄.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The appliation of the methods desribed above for {e−N} sattering an be found in alula-
tions of the weak harges of the nulei. Consider the parity-violating Hamiltonian in Eq.(9). Here,
for a heavy nuleus we have a oherent eet for V (N)⊗A (e):
(uNγ
µuN )→ ρnuc (r) δµ,0. (22)
The ontribution oming from V (e) ⊗ A (N) is small as it depends on unpaired valene nuleons.
The latter determines the Hamiltonian for the eletron parity-violating interation with the nuleus
in the following form:
H (r) =
Gµ
2
√
2
Qweakγ5ρnuc (r) . (23)
A relation between the weak harge Qweak and form fators {C1p, C1n} is straightforward:
Q
p
weak = 2C1p
(
Q2 → 0GeV 2
)
,
(24)
Qnweak = 2C1n
(
Q2 → 0GeV 2
)
.
If we take into aount only the leading order of the interation, the weak harge of the proton and
neutron have the simple denitions:
Q
p(0)
weak = 1− 4s2w,
(25)
Q
n(0)
weak = −1,
and for the nuleus
Qweak = Z ·Qpweak +N ·Qnweak, (26)
where Q
p
weak, Q
n
weak are the weak harges of the proton and neutron inluding NLO orretions.
As one an see from Fig.(7), the input of the NLO orretions is muh more signiant for the
proton than for the neutron. This makes experiments involving neutrons more interesting, as they
allow for the leaner weak harge extration.
Also, form fators C1p and C1n normalized by the monopole term
Λ2
Λ2+Q2 (see Fig.(7)) do not
exhibit strong momentum transfer dependene and hene are model independent. This justies to
some extent our hoie of the monopole form fator approximation.
Extrapolation of the C1p and C1n to zero momentum transfer point (see Fig.(7)) gives: C1p =
0.0360 ± 0.0005 and C1n = −0.4950 ± 0.0020. The most important of these numbers is the result
for C1p. It has been evaluated most reently in [2℄, leading to C1p = 0.0358 ± 0.0003.
10
Figure 7: Momentum transfer dependene of the form fators {C1p, C1n} and {C1p, C1n} · Λ
2
+Q2
Q2
. The
dotted line represents parity-violating form fator at the tree-level (LO) only, and the solid line shows the
result with NLO ontribution inluded (LO+NLO).
The available results from atomi parity-violating experiments for the weak harges of
Cs13355 , T l
205
81 and Bi
209
83 ([14℄ and referenes within, and [15℄) an be used as an experimental test
of the theoretial preditions:
Cs13355 (exp) = −72.65 ± 0.28 ± 0.34,
(27)
T l20581 (exp) = −114.8 ± 1.2± 3.4,
Bi20983 (exp) = −140± 40.
Here, the errors are statistial, systemati and oming from an unertainty of the atomi-physis the-
ory, respetively. For example, in the ase of Cs13355 , one should observe 7s (excited)→ 6s (ground)
parity-violating eletri dipole transitions in order to extrat the weak harge of Cs13355 . This requires
an aurate knowledge of the atomi wave funtions. Some of the analysis of the issues involved,
with an extensive referene list, is given in [16℄ and [2℄. Using Eq.(24) and Eq.(26) we ompute the
following results for the orresponding nulear weak harges:
Cs13355 (theory) = −73.26 ± 0.26,
(28)
T l20581 (theory) = −114.9 ± 0.4,
Bi20983 (theory) = −118.8 ± 0.4,
whih learly agree with the experiment. The theoretial unertainty is estimated quite generously
and omes mostly from the numerial integration and the extrapolation to the zero momentum
transfer point. Although the NLO orretions ontribute only ∼ 1.5% to the results in Eq.(28),
their value is still about four times larger than our theoretial unertainty. Thus, the more preise
is the experiment (like Cs13355 ), the more important it beomes to evaluate most arefully the full set
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of the appliable NLO orretions. Although our model preditions for the nulear weak harges
are in good agreement with the available experimental results, to allow more denitive onlusions
about the validity of the proposed omputational model, the experimental errors for preision
measurements of the weak harge of the nuleon will have to be redued.
Any signiant deviation of the weak harge of the proton from the Standard Model predition
at low Q2 would be a signal of new physis. The proton's weak harge Q
p
weak is a well-dened
experimental observable. At Q2 → 0 the asymmetry an be parametrized as
A =
[
−GFQ2
4
√
2πα
]
[Q2Qpweak +Q
4B(Q2)],
where B(Q2) is a funtion of Sahs eletromagneti form fators GγE,M related to the Dira and
Pauli form fators by the following expression:
G
γ
E = F1 −
Q2
4m2N
F2, G
γ
M = F1 + F2. (29)
The measurement of Q
p
weak will be done by the Qweak ollaboration [17℄, and may have extremely
interesting physial impliations. See, for example, [2℄. It will allow one to determine the proton's
weak harge with ≃4% ombined statistial and systemati errors, whih leads to 9σ for the running
of the weak mixing angle. The Standard Model evolution predits a shift of ∆sin2θW = +0.007 at
low Q2 with respet to the Z0 pole best t value of 0.23113±0.00015. The weak mixing angle at the
energy sale lose to the Z0 pole was measured very preisely, but a preision experimental study of
the evolution of sin2θW to lower energies still has to be arried out. The asymmetry measurements
proposed for Qweak experiment will go as low as Q
2 = 0.03GeV 2, making it a very ompetitive
experiment.
Using the Dira and Pauli form fators, we an now ompute the extensive set of one-loop
hadroni eletroweak NLO orretions along with the weak harges of the proton and neutron.
Using a monopole approximation for the form fators, we modied general eletroweak ouplings by
inserting the appropriate form fators into the verties. The monopole struture of the form fators
allows us to substitute one Feynman diagram with strutured nuleon with a set of diagrams
involving only point-like nuleon. This expansion an be visualized by adding titious additional
vetor bosons of mass Λ. For renormalization, we hoose the on-shell renormalization sheme.
In onlusion, it is evident that omputational symboli pakages suh as FeynArts and FormCal
an be eiently adapted for the theoretial evaluation of NLO eets in eletron-nuleon sattering.
Refs [18℄ and [19℄ give some additional details. A newly proposed measurement of the eletron weak
harge in parity-violating Moller sattering at 12 GeV at JLab ould be a very interesting hallenge,
for example.
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IV. APPENDIX
A. Some analytial details on ouplings
To introdue ouplings between vetor bosons and nuleon into the model les of FeynArts,
instead of vetor and axial-vetor representation, we employ use of hirality projetors. That an
be ahieved if we ompare Eq.(1), Eq.(2) with Eq.(5), ombined with Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), then it is
possible to write
ΓZ−Nµ (q) = ie[
gZ−NR (q) + g
Z−N
L (q)
2
γµ +
gZ−NR (q)− gZ−NL (q)
2
γµγ5 +
+
i
2mN
σµαq
αf2 (q)] =
(30)
= ie
[
gZ−NL (q) γµ̟− + g
Z−N
R (q) γµ̟+ +
i
2mN
σµαq
αf2 (q)
]
Γγ−Nµ (q) = ie
[
g
γ−N
L (q) + g
γ−N
R (q)
2
γµ +
i
2mN
σµαq
αF2 (q)
]
=
(31)
= ie
[
g
γ−N
L (q) γµ̟− + g
γ−N
R (q) γµ̟+ +
i
2mN
σµαq
αF2 (q)
]
,
where
gZ−NL,R (q) =
1
4cwsw
(
F
V (N)
1 (0) − 4s2F1 (0)± gA (0)
) Λ2
Λ2 − q2 ,
(32)
g
γ−N
L,R (q) = g
γ−N (q) = F1 (0)
Λ2
Λ2 − q2 .
In Eqs.(30) and (31), we have adopted the general struture of the oupling from Eq.(1), with
oupling strengths gZ−NL,R (q) and g
γ−N
L,R (q) given by Eq.(32). Vetor part of the oupling σµαq
α
also
an be replaed by the hirality projetors ω± in the following way
σµαq
α =
i
2
([γµ, 6 q]̟− + [γµ, 6 q]̟+) . (33)
Moreover, to adopt FeynArts representation of the oupling through the produt of generi and
lass type of the ouplings, we introdue the following matrix representation of Eq.(30) and Eq.(31):
Γ (N,N, Vµ) =
(
γµ̟−, γµ̟+, [γµ, 6 q]̟−, [γµ, 6 q]̟+
)−→
GNNV (q) , (34)
with
−→
GNNV denes oupling between lasses of the vetor bosons and nuleons and expressed as a
2× 4 matrix
−→
GNNV = ie

gV−NL (q) G
V−N
1L
gV−NR (q) G
V−N
1R
− 14mN F
V−N
2 (q) G
V−N
2L
− 14mN F
V−N
2 (q) G
V−N
2R
 . (35)
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The seond olumn of
−→
GNNV represents ounterterms of the rst order. The Pauli form fator
F V−N2 in Eq.(35) has the following struture:
FZ−N2 (q) = f2 (q) ,
(36)
F
γ−N
2 (q) = F2 (q) .
The oupling dened in Eq.(35) has a ounterterm part at the one-loop level represented by the
matrix, whih has following struture:
GV−N1L
GV−N1R
GV−N2L
GV−N2R
 =

gV−NL Re[δ fL]
gV −NR Re[δ fR]
− 14mN F
V−N
2 (q)Re[δ fL]
− 14mN F
V−N
2 (q)Re[δ fR]
 , (37)
where the hadroni eld renormalization onstants δ fL,R are omputed using the expansion on
Fig.(8). More details are given in Ref.[9℄.
Figure 8: Hadroni wave funtion renormalization expansion.
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